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Part A:

Introduction and Background

School self-evaluation is a collaborative, inclusive, reflective process of internal school review. During the school

self evaluation six-step process (Appendix 1), the Administrative Principal (Moira Quinlan), Teaching

Deputy-Principal  (Máire Jones), Assistant Principal 1 (Paula Brassil) and Assistant Principals 2 (Caroline Doody,

Oonagh  O’ Rahilly, Laura Daly, Eoin Sayers) and teachers, under the direction of the board of management and the

patron, and in consultation with  parents and pupils, engage in reflective enquiry on the work of the school.

The School Self-Evaluation Process is an evidence-based approach which involves gathering evidence from a range

of sources and making judgements with a view to bringing about improvements in pupils’ learning. Self-evaluation

requires a school to address the following key questions regarding an aspect or aspects of its work:

● How well are we doing?

● How do we know?

● How can we find out more?

● What are our strengths?

● What are our areas for improvement?

● How can we improve?

Typically, most schools use the process 2016-2020 process  to assist them in introducing and embedding the

Primary  Language Curriculum (PLC) on a phased basis for English and Irish, in accordance with the implementation

plans for  the PLC, outlined in Circular 0061/2015 https://www.education.ie/en/Circulars-and-Forms/Active

Circulars/cl0061_2015.pdf. This complements and builds on the work already undertaken in relation to  literacy in

the first phase of school self-evaluation. It is expected that schools will also use the 6-Step process to maintain a

meaningful focus on numeracy pg. 45 School-Self-Evaluation-Guidelines-2016-2020-Primary.pdf as guided by

Circular 0016/2018 Re-engaging with SSE and Wellbeing.

DEIS Delivering Equality of Opportunity in Schools) / SSE (School Self-Evaluation).
Moyderwell Mercy Primary is an urban DEIS Band 2 school which has currently completed its 5th Evaluation Cycle
(each cycle = 3 years). Moyderwell will begin its 6th DEIS /SSE Cycle from September 2022. This 6th DEIS/Cycle will
finish in June 2025.  School self-evaluation is central to school development  planning. It is a way of working that
contributes to both the permanent and developmental sections of the school  plan. Through school self-evaluation,
the staff in Moyderwell can reflect on and review their day-to-day practices and their policies, with  a particular focus
on teaching and learning.

‘The School-Self-Evaluation Process  provides all schools, including DEIS schools, with an internal process  [6 STEP Process] for

developing and progressing action planning for improvement’ pg. 44 SSE Guidelines.

The DEIS plan is the School Improvement Plan.

‘Schools in the DEIS programme are required to  develop and implement three-year improvement plans as a condition of their

participation in DEIS. These plans are  the school’s improvement plan for the purposes of school self-evaluation, and no additional or

separate  improvement plan is required’. Pg. 47-48
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DEIS schools should, however, within their own contexts, take note of the emphasis that the school self-evaluation

process places on the core activity of any school - teaching and learning. They should ensure a focus on teaching

and learning wherever relevant when planning for improvement.

Since September 2019, school improvement  plans (SIPs) relate to literacy (English and Irish), numeracy, attendance,

retention, progression, wellbeing, and partnership with parents and others. A  clear plan for targeted Improvement in

Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 using the 6-Step Process is optimal for progressive development. DEIS schools use this

self-evaluation  process to ensure that  action plans for improvement have a robust evidence base, and are clearly

improvement plan to parents and the community, DEIS schools may choose to highlight specific actions for

improvement where they consider parental awareness and involvement are particularly relevant.

Re-engaging with the School Self-Evaluation 6-Step Process
Circular 0016/18, https://www.education.ie/en/Circulars-and-Forms/Active-Circulars/cl0016_2018.pdf ,was issued

by the Department of Education and Skills, in March 2018 to guide how primary schools should re-engage with the

targeted at pupils requiring specific interventions and support.

DEIS schools should follow the recording and reporting requirements of the SSE process, always bearing in mind that

the DEIS action plans are the school’s improvement plan (SIP). When communicating a summarised report and  SSE

process between March/April 2018 and 2020.The Deputy-Principal (Máire Jones) attended a one-day PDST  Training

Seminar, on School-Self-Evaluation (Facilitator Laura Hogan) on Mon 28th May 2018. No other In-service was

available for the school year 2018-2019 / 2019-2020 / 2020-2021/ 2021-2022. SSE was suspended again for

2020/2021 due to Covid ’19 impact.  The emphasis in the 2020 2021 school year was on Health & Safety &

Wellbeing as per Circular 0040 /2020 .

Circular 31/2021 which supersedes Circular 40/2020 states that ‘in light of  the additional
challenges faced by schools in the pandemic context and to allow  consultation on the third cycle
of SSE to take place, the Department of  Education is extending the second cycle of SSE until June
2022. Consequently,  the third cycle of SSE, which had been due to commence in September 2021,
will now commence in September 2022’.  This coincides perfectly with the timing for the last year
of our 3-year DEIS Plan (2019-2022).

Circular 31/2021 states that ‘In the 2021/22 school year, schools will continue with their current
plans and  priorities for SSE and have the flexibility to:

● Use the SSE process to help them to address the challenges that  have arisen in the
pandemic context. These may include for example,  addressing the needs of pupils whose
learning was particularly  impacted during the pandemic, supporting the wellbeing of
children  and young people, and supporting mediation of particular curriculum
areas/subjects

and / or

● Complete any work remaining on the aspects of teaching and  learning that they
had previously selected as the focus for self evaluation

and / or

● Address other areas that they have identified as a priority in  accordance with their
school context and the needs of the children  and young people in their school

‘As schools use the SSE process to identify the key actions that are relevant to  their own context,
they may find it useful to include additional or adjusted  targets/actions in their existing school
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self-evaluation report and school  improvement plan. While documentation should not be the
focus of SSE  throughout 2021/22, key decisions should be recorded in a way that is  meaningful
for the school community’.

DEIS  5: Year 3 out of 3 /SSE End of Year Report 2021-2022

Despite Covid ’19 absences by children and staff from September 2021 to June 2022, school-improvement in
teaching and learning was consolidated within the current cycle in  Literacy (English & Irish), Numeracy, SPHE
(including Wellbeing); The Arts; Attendance, Retention, Progression, and Partnerships  with Parents and Others.
Wellbeing of Staff and pupils continued to take precedence in 2021 -2022 as a compassionate ethos of care and
understanding in relationship-building, across all subject areas, inside and outside the school building.

The school responded again with strength and resilience in 2021 2022 to the challenges of providing quality

teaching and learning experiences during the  continued Covid ’19 restrictions, enduring the highest level of staff

and student absences from September to June due to infection spread and controls..

Moyderwell Mercy Primary School continued the process of individual and collective inquiry in the continuation of

curriculum implementation as evidenced in individual Plan & Progress  Records (Cúntaisí Míosúla) which

accommodates  individual Reflective Practice in improving Teaching and Learning outcomes, experiences  and

teacher-practice. All Plan & Progress Records were shared on the Internal School Data Network from October 2021 -

June 2022, as has been the norm since 2013. The records allow Peer to Peer Planning, Discussion and Evaluation

and  are useful for Whole-School Tracking and Monitoring Purposes in relation to agreed yearly targets for

improving  Learning and Teaching. The School’s G-Suite was fully operational for the Communication of Homework

through Google Classroom  and the school’s Databiz App for Parents was a valuable tool for school-home

communication and payments. The mainstream class teachers in Moyderwell record absences and reasons for

absence on the Databiz Platform. This is also a useful tool in profiling the students and the school from standardised

testing results against the national average.

Literacy (English and Irish), Numeracy, Wellbeing Improvement remained priority for all staff through the year. The

School Completion Programme  focused on Retention and Progression. The HSCL (Home School Community Liaison)

was a vital link in developing  Partnership with Parents and Others, which included an onsite School Completion

Programme Officer, Ms Geraldine 0’ Halloran. School Attendance improvement remained poor due to the continued

absence of children due to Covid symptoms/infection.

The school benefitted from a surprise unplanned Department of Education allocation of 637 additional hours to use

at its discretion to address learning loss due to the impact of Covid’19 closures and poor attendance. The Covid

Learning and Support Scheme (CLASS) was being put in place to help schools mitigate the adverse impacts of

Covid-19 on pupil/student learning loss and wellbeing arising from the periods of school closures in 2020 and 2021.

The new programme comprised two main elements:  The provision of additional teaching hours to schools to

(a) support their work in addressing learning loss among pupils/students arising from periods of school closures and

(b) provide opportunities for schools to share practice which is considered to be most effective in mitigating learning

loss among pupils/students.

Children in Moyderwell also benefited from three weeks of Department of Education summer Camps on-site in July

2021. These were overseen by Eoin Sayers and Karen O’ Connor.
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Part B:

Literacy/ English: Report by Máire Jones

Target 1: Focus of Improvement : Embedding the Primary Language Curriculum:
We continued to embed the Primary Language Curriculum/English (PLC-English and Irish)  during 2020-2021 and

2021-2022 in Oracy, Reading and Writing planning and teaching as required by the Department of  Education, in line

with the Complete Revised Primary Language Curriculum (PLC) in September 2019 .

Target 2:  Focus of Improvement: (a) Handwriting ; (B) Core Poetry per class

The complete 6-Step Process for Improvement in the Learning, Teaching and Monitoring of Handwriting (guided by
LAOS (Learner Outcome, Learner Experience, Teacher  Practice and Collaborative Practice).

6-Step SSE Process for Literacy (English)

Step 1: Identifying a Focus

Improvement Targets from 2019/2020 were continued as guided by the Department of Education’s SSE Guidelines in
response to Covid School Closures and extraordinary efforts to facilitate Teaching & Learning.

(a )Full Implementation of the Primary Language Curriculum

(b) On March 1st, 2019, a collaborative and consultative decision was made to run the complete 6-Step SSE

Process on one aspect of Writing. Handwriting / Penmanship was democratically chosen by the

teaching staff using www.mentimeter.com/voting (Step 1 of the 6-Step SSE Process). Parents from Second
to Sixth Class were consulted by text-message (28/03/19) and invited to take part in a Google Forms Survey
http://goo.gl/rT8Qr .

( c ) Core Poetry Agreement

It was agreed that two core poems per term for English (6 per year /per class grouping) should be

experienced for recitation and appreciation in addition to individual teacher’s own choice as evidenced in
Plan & Progress Reports.

Step 2: Looking at Evidence

(a) Class-Teacher Planning to Learner Outcome in the Primary Language Curriculum(Monthly Plan &

Progress Reports)
(b) Class-Teacher reflection on own teaching practice and learner experience (Monthly Plan & Progress

Reports)
(c) Class-Teacher observation on Learner-Outcome
(d) Regular Pupil Self-Assessment
(e) Termly Handwriting Portfolios
(f) Recitation of Core Poetry as a class for teacher

Step 3: Analysing and Making Judgments

● Teacher Feedback through May 2022  Google Forms Survey of Teachers

76.2% of respondents observed a marked improvement in the handwriting of the children they teach
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76.2% of respondents reported handwriting a personal weekly target for their own improvement of

practice, child experience and learner outcome

81% of teachers encouraged their children to self-evaluate their own work regularly

9.5% of respondents reported that the ‘learning off by heart’ of the 6 core poems in both English and

Irish languages was successful for the children

● Notable Teacher Reflection on Pedagogy

This year after our PLC in service training I put a lot more emphasis on student self assessment....
traffic light system, 'What I learned today', 2 stars and a wish, 'I can' statements, Smiley face
system.

Not focusing as much on the starlight programme and picking & choosing what I think my class
needs

Modelling - e.g modelling comprehension strategies. Using Wonderland characters to assist this.
Visual on the wall for reminders and for children to refer to. Modelling using these constantly
throughout the school year.

Pre planning and use of the Primary Language Curriculum Book. Having a key focus on the specific
target that I would like to teach and implementing suitable strategies on how that might be
achieved.

Planning to outcome name and number

Dictation and small spelling test every morning to revise words being learned. This ensured revision
of words for those with no home support or no homework done

● Notable Challenges for Teachers

There are so many fabulous PLC resources/ lesson plans online - finding the time to explore these
can be a challenge

A lot of differentiation needed

Sheer volume of content - student abilities and time constraints

At the beginning I found it hard to wrap my head around  the expected planning . Having had the
PLC day, it made it more clear and I now feel confident in my planning.

Getting some children to focus on penmanship and correct penmanship

● Standardised Results in Reading / Comprehension / Spelling  from 1st to 6th Class

Despite national school closures and high absenteeism from staff and children from March 2020 , we remain
happy with Overall Results of Reading, Comprehension and Spelling  in comparison to the national norm.
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Drumcondra Reading
& Comprehension

at  /  below 16th%ile
Normal Distribution 16%

85%ile and above
Normal Distribution 16%

2019 23.6% 11.3%

2020 No Testing due to National School Closures No Testing due to National School Closures

2021 21.7% 10%

2022 19.2% 12%

Drumcondra Spelling at  /  below 16th%ile
Normal Distribution 16%

85%ile and above
Normal Distribution 16%

2019 18.3% 21%

2020 No Testing due to National School Closures No Testing due to National School Closures

2021 21.7% 12%

2022 19.3% 17.8%

Step 4: Improvement Plan:

The Improvement Plan for English will be voted on at the Whole-School Staff Meeting on August 30th 2022 and will
be added to the PIEW Plan for English Development (Pilot, Implement, Evaluate, Waiting List).

The following areas for consideration have come from the May 2022  Google Forms Survey of Teachers

● Phonics and phonological awareness policy to be developed in English and Irish in year 1 and implemented
and reviewed in years 2 and 3

● Phonemic awareness and availability of hi/lo readers for pupils with dyslexia
● Reading Fluency
● Comprehension Strategies
● Writing Genres
● Grammar & Sentence Structure
● Reading, especially in 4th, 5th & 6th (Implement Accelerated Reading 25 mins daily)
● Spelling: Move towards individualised Spelling, such as ‘Spellings with Me’ or Brendan Culligan’s

individualised words
● Oracy: explicit focus on critical thinking
● Oral language-debates

2021/2022
Step 5
Action 2022/2023

Step 5
Action 2023/2024

Wait List

Pilot Accelerated Reading
& MyOn (5th/6th)

Spelling for Me (6th

SET)

Y

y

Accelerated
Reading  in 2x 4th
classes

Spellings for Me
(3rd Classes)
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Implement Primary Language
Curriculum  Planning
+ Delivery

Handwriting
Improvement

Core Poetry
Knowledge

Comprehension
Strategies

Writing Genres

Y

Y

Y/N

?

?

Accelerated Reading &
MyOn (5th/6th)

Primary Language
Curriculum  Planning +
Delivery

Plan Phonemic
Awareness Policy in
English & Irish for whole
school

Handwriting
Improvement
Core Poetry Knowledge
Comprehension
Strategies
Writing Genres

Reading Recovery
Training of Second
Teacher (MJ)

Purchase of suitable
library books, suitable
for AR, new Graded
Readers for Infants
Classes, Hi-Lo Graded
Readers

Evaluate Whole School
Approach to
Phonics  and
Phonological
Awareness (to
Second Class)

Classroom Libraries
4th & Prepare for
Accelerated Reading
2022 2023

Inventory of
Comprehension
Boxes around school

Inventory of Graded
Readers around
school

Y

?

Y

Y

Embedded Teacher PLC
Planning

Handwriting
Improvement
Embedded Practice

Embedding of
Knowledge of Core
Poetry for Learning Off

Accelerated Reader &
MyOn use in 4th, 5th &
6th

Teacher Education on
Steps to Phonemic
Awareness

Spelling for Me 3rd Class
/ Individualised,
differentiated
online/offline
Programme
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Step 6. Monitoring & Evaluation:

Everybody is key to School Improvement in Literacy…children, parents, SNAs, mainstream class teachers,Special
education teachers, English Team ( Máire Jones, Evelyn , Niamh Griffin, Anna-Marie O’ Shea, Sarah Daly, Lynda Curtin,
Margaret Maxwell and Regina Rath), Deputy-Principal and Administrative-Principal. Teachers are reminded of
Improvement Focus at monthly Year Group Meetings and  have the opportunity to share good practice and
challenges.

The SSE Focus above complements and builds on the work already undertaken in relation to literacy improvement in
Moyderwell. Specific Teaching of Oracy, Vocabulary-Building, Reading Comprehension with emphasis on the First
Steps/Building Bridges Strategies, The Use of Graded Readers, Writing Genre Teaching & Learning, Spelling through
Dictation, Literacy Lift-Off and Reading Recovery (two trained teachers), Digital Literacy, continued..

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Literacy/ Irish: Report by Eoin Sayers

Eoin Sayers was appointed coordinator for the improvement of Gaeilge in June 2021 to help teaching staff improve
Learner Outcome, Learner Experience, Teacher Practice and Teacher Collaboration within Moyderwell’s School
Self-Evaluation Process.

The Coiste Gaeilge met regularly and consisted of Eoin Sayers, Úna Geaney, Peter Holly, Caroline Nic Eoin, Regina Rath
and Aisling Ní Laighin.

The implementation of the PLC Curriculum Gaeilge was the main focus of Coiste Gaeilge. To this end, the School
Policy for Gaeilge was reviewed and updated. This document was also translated into English to allow further access
to those staff members who may not speak/read Gaeilge and to the wider school community.

A 3-step approach was implemented to increase the use of spoken Gaeilge in the school and  in the wider school
community:

● Gaeilge for Teachers
● Gaeilge for Parents
● Gaeilge for Children.

Gaeilge for Teachers

Teachers were invited to an Oíche Gaelach, a social gathering where Gaeilge was the language spoken. Teachers were
encouraged to use as much Gaeilge as possible as a language of instruction and as an informal language in
communicating in school. Teachers met with Conchobhar Ó Laoghaire from PDST for In-School Support. The entire
staff partook in webinar training days. A collaborative and consultative decision was made previously to teach
Physical Education as Gaeilge as part of CLIL. Teachers were supported in this endeavor with lesson plans and videos.
Physical Education as a part of CLIL will be reviewed for 2022/23.

Gaeilge for Parents

Parents received a booklet called Gaeilge for Parents, sent by email by each class teacher. This booklet contained
pictures,words, translations, phrases and phonetic pronunciations.

Gaeilge for Children

Children’s learning experiences were enhanced through the purchase of digital games and resources. As part of
Seachtain na Gaeilge, each class took part in activities, challenges, games and events as Gaeilge. Each child in the
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middle and senior classes received Oifig na Gaeilge, a 8 page booklet covering grammar, vocabulary, phrases and
conversation dialogue. “Gaeilgeoir na Seachtaine” prizes and rewards were regularly given to the children who made
the greatest effort to speak Gaeilge from JI to 6th class. Children from 1st to 6th completed a survey on their attitude
to Gaeilge. These results will be recorded to measure the Learner Experiences in the coming years.
September 2022 will see the introduction of ‘Bua na Cainte 6’ for 6th class. All classes from Infants to Sixth will be
enriched by this scheme and ensure Primary Language Curriculum Gaeilge is an achievement for the majority.

Numeracy:  2021 2022: Report by Paula Brassil

Since September 2021 the school community in Moyderwell Mercy has continued to improve mathematical
attainment with a continued emphasis on Maths Recovery Strategies and Measures being employed throughout the
school.

● 5th & 6th class teachers completed the on- line refresher course of ‘Maths Recovery Strategies’ in
November ’21.  Two teachers completed the on-line ‘Maths Recovery in the Classroom’ sessions
aimed at 3rd class in April ’22.

● 4th Class teacher (K.O’Connor) observed the use of the Izak 9 cubes in 5th class in order to introduce
it to 4th class children. (Step 5 of the 6 step SSE Process)

● We believe that active learning approaches and methodologies are crucial to the  development of a
child’s understanding of mathematical skills and concepts.  With this in mind for Maths Week 2021
(16th-24th October) the Maths Team compiled a Maths Pack for each class group containing a Maths
Trail, Activities and Maths Eyes Resources. This year’s competition focussed on Measures with a
‘Guess the Weight of the Pumpkin’ competition

● Maths For Fun: Due to Covid restrictions parents were unable to come into the classroom to play
Maths Games with the children. Instead games were sent home for the parent to play with their
child.

● Matific- an  online digital resource is being used by 1st & 2nd class children giving them the opportunity
for more engaging maths that lead to improved outcomes and increased positivity

● Maths Policy was updated and ratified by the B.O.M in May 2022.

Target 1: Focus of improvement : Maths Recovery Strategies.

Target 2: Focus of improvement : Measures

The complete 6-Step Process for Improvement in the Learning, Teaching,  Monitoring of Numeracy (guided by LAOS)

6-Step SSE Process for Numeracy

Step 1. Identifying Focus

(a) Continued emphasis on Maths Recovery Strategies

(b) Having analysed the Sigma-T results of June 2021 for the Whole School Average Comparison across the Content
Strands, a specific improvement target of Learner Outcome, Learner Experience, Teacher Practice and  Teacher
Collaboration continued in 2021/22 through a single strand- Measures

Step 2. Gathering Evidence

(a)   Class Teacher Planning for Learner Outcome in Measures and Maths Recovery Strategies  recorded  in Monthly
Plan & Progress Reports
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(b)   Class Teacher reflection on own teaching practice and learner experience  recorded  in Monthly Plan & Progress
Reports

(c)    Class Teacher observation on Learner-Outcome

(d)   Pupil Self-Assessment

(e)   Pupil engagement with Maths Week 2021 activities including competition Guess The Weight of The Pumpkin

(f)    Monitoring 1st & 2nd class pupils  engagement with Matific

(g)   Monthly Assistant Principals Team Meetings –review of targets for improvement

(h) Drumcondra Early Numeracy Tests and Maths Recovery Screening Tests were administered to identify children for
Maths Recovery

Step 3. Analysing & Making Judgements

(a) Teacher Feedback through May 2022 Google Forms Survey of Teachers
➢ 52.4% of teachers reported that the explicit teaching & learning of ‘Length, Weight, Capacity has been a

target for improved teacher practice
➢ 57.1% of teachers reported that the explicit teaching & learning of ‘Time’ has been a target for improved

teacher practice
➢ 52.4% of teachers reported that the explicit teaching & learning of ‘Money’ has been a target for improved

teacher practice
➢ 52.4% of teachers reported that they use Maths Recovery Practices when teaching number

(b) Notable Teacher Reflection on Pedagogy in the implementation of the Measures Strand

Using real life objects to measure allowed them to engage more effectively with this strand

Hands on approach/active learning/group work

Use of carbon monoxide monitor

Using the environment as prompts/resources

Play based

Use of concrete resources  weighing scales, containers

(b) Notable  Challenges for Teachers

It’s a vast area so it can be difficult to teach all strands well

Parents need to be active in the teaching of time and money etc.  It is very difficult for children to fully grasp

the concepts if they don’t wear a watch, there isn’t a clear clock on the wall at home’ pay for items themselves
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Lack of resources, sometimes not enough to go around the whole class

Range of abilities in class

(c)  Standardised Results in Sigma T from 1st to 6th Class

We are happy to report that there is nothing glaringly obvious from the analysis of the Sigma-T results in May 2022.

Despite the average % attainment having increased for 3rd, 5th, & 6th classes  the overall attainment in Measures was

marginally lower  (1.8%) in 21/22 than in 20/21 . Similarly the overall attainment in the Number Strand was

marginally lower  (1.6%) in 21/22 than in 20/21.

There are a number of possible reasons for  this:

(a) the target for improvement in Measures  was too broad,

(b) high covid related absenteeism among staff & pupils.

On analysis of the Test results compared with Normal Distribution we are slightly 3% below the normal distribution

in the middle of the bell curve. We are below  the normal distribution on the lower end  and  we are above the

normal distribution  on the higher end.

Step 4.  Improvement   Plan

Staff will participate in a Mentimeter  vote at the whole school Staff Meeting on August 30th 2022 to ascertain which

area will be our designated improvement target for 2022/23  ( Step 5 of the 6-Step Process)
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Teachers have identified the following areas for consideration in the May 2022 Google Forms Survey of Teachers

● Number and place value

● Word problem solving

● Shape and space

Further analysis of Teacher’s reflections in the May 2022 Google Forms Survey of Teachers indicate that we need to

narrow our focus for improvement in the Measures Strand. We will have to select one area for improvement from

● Money

● Time

● Length

● Weight

● Capacity

Step 5. Action

● Renewal of the Matific- online digital licence for 1st , 2nd & 3rd class

● Engagement with Maths Week 2022

● Continued investment in Maths  Resources

● Staff will participate in a Mentimeter  vote at the whole school Staff Meeting on August 30th 2022 to ascertain

which area will be our designated improvement target for 2022/23

● Administer a Maths Recovery Screening Test to all Junior Infants  in September’22 (O.O’Rahilly)

● Administer Maths Recovery Assessment 2A, 2B,2C to all 1st Class children in September ‘22 (P.Brassil)

Step 6. Monitoring & Evaluation

The success of this plan will be evaluated through Teacher’s planning and preparation. Teachers are reminded of the

Improvement Focus at Monthly Class Group Meetings and have the opportunity to share good practice and

challenges. We will do a Summary Analysis of Sigma-T Results in May ‘23  of Skills and Strands  and compare results

with  2022  particularly in the Measures and Number Strands.

Everybody is key to the implementation of this plan… parents, children, SNAs , Special Education Teachers,

mainstream class teachers and the Maths Team (Paula Brassil, Helena Creagh, Siobhán Moriarty, Joanne Ryan,  Niamh

Griffin, Sarah Daly and  Paul Culhane,)

SESE: 2021-2022 report by Laura Daly

SESE Team 2021-2022: Laura Daly, Val Doughty, Micheal Sheehan, Peter Holly, Helena Creagh, Caira O'Sullivan, Hilary

Ann Long

It has been a productive year in the teaching and learning of History, Geography and Science. Our school’s History

Policy has been updated. As part of the Discover Primary Science Awards, we have been awarded the Plaque of

Excellence for STEM work done throughout the year. Once again sixth class presented a project at the BT Young

Scientist. We have won a bursary for 5000euro as part of Supervalu’s Save The Bees campaign. Our active Green

School Committee has ensured the children are busy in the garden, and promoted cycling and scooting to school as

part of Environmental Awareness and Care. We celebrated events like Science Week, Engineering Week and National
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Tree Week. Experts from Heritage In Schools, Sea Synergy and others delivered hands-on SESE workshops to various

classes.

1 Sept

2021

Introduction of new SESE book scheme  - Explorers - Folens All classes from 3rd

to 6th

Sept –

Apr 2022

Our school’s History Policy was updated. In consultation with

all class teachers,

SESE team and BOM

24 Sept

2021

The Big Dig workshop in the town park -

Archaeological Dig for Viking artefacts and a visit to Kerry County Museum

4th - KOC

DLD class – JOB 5th

-RR

2 Oct

2022

National Tree Day

Online resources

Tree study in Tralee Town Park and school garden

All classes

7-14 Nov

2022

Science Week www.seasynergy.org

Explorers Education Programme  - Ocean Literacy

A marine biologist made a 2 hour zoom call per class teaching the children

about Ireland’s Whales and Dolphins….Project work and online resources.

Followed up by another zoom call where children presented their projects.

Both 4th classes attended a SeaLife workshop on Fenit Beach on 15 June

2022.

3rd – RM

3rd – CNE

4th - KOC

4th - MM

7-14 Nov

2022

Science Week

Design and Build a Tower – Engineering online Workshop with MakerMeet

6th - HC

7 -9 Mar

2022

Heritage In Schools specialist Catherine Daly presented a 3 day workshop

on Ireland’s Native Animals – Super Furry Animals

Catherine also presented a Minibeast workshop to both 5th classes on 2

June 2022.

All classes

7 – 11

Mar 2022

Engineers Week – Design and Make a car challenge

Engineering Webinars

All classes
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31 Mar

2022

BT Young Scientist – online presentation of project

Byte By Byte Progress – The Future of Computing

Transistors, Logic Gates and Moore’s Law

6th - ES

Apr 2022 Discover Primary Science Plaque Award – Documented STEM work from

throughout the year. Awarded the Plaque of Excellence in June 2022.

JI, SI, 1st, 4th, 5th, 6th,

DLD class, MD class

Apr 2022 Green School Committee installed Scooter Parking Racks in the school

shelter and organised Scoot To School Week.

All Classes

20 May

2022

World Bee Day

Entry to SuperValu’s Save The Bees competition – awarded 5000 Euro

bursary to be spent improving our school garden.

Youtube videos and information about Ireland’s bees shared with all

classes – books/bookmarks/fact cards.

All Classes

May 2022 Green School Committee promoted cycling to school and organized group

cycles in the local area, accompanied by a Garda.

Pedal For A Medal initiative – children receive a medal if they cycle to

school one day a week in June.

3rd – 6th classes

Feb - May

2022

Woodie’s Budding Gardeners competition entry - 3 tasks - Feb decorating

6 pots with a maths theme for planting our dahlias. Planting dahlias.

March - planting salad leaves in window boxes with a St Patrick’s day

theme.

April - wild meadow. Painting wooden rectangle for placing on top of bug

house. Filling with compost and planting wildflower seeds.  Watering is

ongoing.

Submitted entry in May.

MS, PH – 1st class

Sept -

June

Garden Work – Living Things

Harvesting Pumpkins

Chitting, planting and harvesting potatoes

Planting sunflowers and pumpkins

Weeding and clearing the garden.

Feeding the birds

SI classes

1st classes

4th KOC

5th RR

MD class
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S.P.H.E (Social, Personal, Health Education) / Wellbeing: 2021 2022
Report by Oonagh O’ Rahilly

Pupil and Staff Health & Wellbeing took precedence for Improvement again  in 2021 2022 as suggested by the DES

through Circular 40/2020

‘Schools will use the SSE process to help them to address the challenges that will arise from the reopening of schools in line with

public health advice… including, for example, issues concerning  the organisation of the school’s daily routines, pupil and staff

wellbeing’.

As coordinator for SPHE, Oonagh O’ Rahilly led the Wellbeing Drive and took responsibility documenting
the initiatives and programmes for the same.

The SPHE school policy was rewritten in consultation with SPHE Team and teachers with full
implementation by all staff expected for September 2022

Wellbeing 2021- 2022

Moyderwell Primary School is adopting a whole-school, multicomponent and preventative approach to Wellbeing as

recommended in The Wellbeing Policy Statement and Framework for Practice -Revised (2019).

ACTION POINTS :  SEPT. 2021- JUNE 2022

1) Wellbeing initiatives

During the school year 2021-2022 we carried out a number of Wellbeing initiatives and programmes (See

Tracker below). The focus was to strengthen school-based protective factors and involve all members of the

school community.

2) Building Professional Capacity

● SPHE Network Conference (online), 12/11/21. Oonagh O’Rahilly

● Hidden Bullying and Student Wellbeing (Online) , 16/11/22. Oonagh O’Rahilly

● PDST in-school support training on SPHE and Wellbeing 2/03/22. This was facilitated by Kate O’Neill

and attended by the SPHE team.

● SPHE In-service Training, 03/05/22. Tralee Education Centre, attended by Oonagh O’Rahilly and Sarah

Keane

● RSE In-service training, 18/05/22. Tralee Education Centre, facilitated by Fiona O’Callaghan. Attended

by Oonagh O’Rahilly and Lynda Curtin.

● Invited SNA representative onto the Wellbeing Team. Catherine Walsh and Trisha O’Malley came

forward.

● Invited school secretary, Carmel Spring onto the Wellbeing Team.

3) Teaching and Learning

Surveyed staff re teaching Stay Safe and RSE.

Reviewed SPHE and RSE policy June 2022.
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ACTION PLAN : SEPT 2022 - JUNE 2023

1) Use the SSE process with the Wellbeing Framework For Practice. This involves the whole school community

looking at four key areas of Wellbeing Promotion, identifying a focus, gathering data, analysing ,writing a

report, putting a plan into action and monitoring. We can then evaluate the impact/progress if any.

● Culture and Environment

● Curriculum (Teaching and Learning)

● Policy and Planning

● Relationships and partnerships.

2) Review Healthy Eating Policy

WELLBEING 2021-2022 : TERM ONE

Initiative/Programme Whole school/Targeted Brief Description Facilitator

BRAIN CALM Target 2nd class (5 children
Ms.Keanes)
(2 children M.Siobhan)
Junior Infants (5 children Ms
Geaneys)

A series of exercises
promoting self-regulation
and calm for children

Oonagh O’Rahilly
Oct 21-June 22

Acts of Kindness Whole School focus Whole school promotion of
Acts of Kindness and
developing empathy. Every
class partakes, reinforcing
‘Kind hands, kind words’

SPHE Team
Class teachers
and SNA’s

School Assemblies Whole school
Tues : 3rd and 4th/5th and
6th
Wed : Infs/1st and 2nd

Mrs Quinlan connects with
each class on alternate
weeks. Promoting a sense of
stability and security.
Promotion of positive
behaviour through certs eg :
kindness, great effort

Mrs Quinlan

Kerry Music Generation
Partnership / Get Into
Strings

1st, 2nd ‘ Get Into
Strings/Violin/Cello’

Introduction to Listening to
weekly live violin/cello duet
and focus activities on cello
and violin

Coordinated by
Máire Jones

Tutors = Lucy
White & Deirdre
Johnson

Kerry Music Generation
Partnership / Ukulele

4th/5th ‘ Making Real
Musical Fun with Ukuleles’

Weekly Performance,
Composition and
Appreciation of fun to be
had with a simple 4-stringed
instrument

Coordinated by
Máire Jones

Tutor= Ben Glavin

Kerry  Music Generation
Partnership / Kinder Music

Term 1: Senior Infants 11 weeks of experimentation
and self-expression with
body, percussion and
pitched instruments

Coordinated by
Máire Jones
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Tutor= Ben Glavin

Renaissance Accelerated
Reading Structured
Programme

5th/ 6th Class Pilot Experiencing success in
Reading Real and Digital
Material within an individual
child’s actual zone of
proximal development based
on the ‘I can do’ approach to
self-efficacy .

Coordinated by
Máire Jones

Dependent on
complete training
and motivation of
5th & 6th Class
Teaching Team

Wall of Achievement Whole School Highlighting achievements
by students throughout the
school.

Regina Rath

Mindfulness Whole School Mindfulness/Meditation
exercises
Bressie’s Mindful Moments
Mindfulness Colouring
Mindfulness Music

SPHE Team
Class teachers
and SNA’s

Teacher Wellbeing Buns and treats in
Staffroom.
Christmas Raffle for staff
with prizes including
hampers etc

Affirmations 2nd Class We begin each day with our
daily affirmations. These
positive personal statements
help children to challenge
and overcome self
sabotaging and negative
thoughts. Self affirmations
also help to mitigate the
effects of stress and
promote self love.

Ms. Keane

WELLBEING  TERM 2

Gratitude Whole School Each class promotes
gratitude
Infs-1st : I am thankful
for…integration Art.
2nd-6th : Gratitude Tree and
recognising opportunities for
being grateful.
3rd-6th: A Good Attitude
Towards Gratitude
interactive discussion and
display.

SPHE Team

Gratitude journals 2nd Class Children given the
opportunity to reflect and
encouraged to express
gratitude each day. They

Ms. Keane
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recorded through Art and/or
writing activity in a journal.

Nature Walks Whole School Children often participate in
Nature Walks to the local
Park where they can observe
new Growth (seasonal
change), take in fresh air,
check in with each other and
build friendships.

SPHE Team
Class teachers
and SNA’s

Life Skills Programme Ms. O’Connors 4th class &
Mrs. Murphy's 4th class

Lifeskills promotes Health
and Personal Development
Topics:
Self Esteem, Decision
Making,Smoking
Information, Advertising,
Dealing with
Stress,Communication
Skills,Social Skills,
Assertiveness

Geraldine
O’Halloran
Maura Murphy
Karen O’Connor

Kerry Music Generation
Partnership Ukulele

4th,5th  classes Weekly Ukulele lessons with
Ben. All classes are learning
the parts of a Ukulele,
chords, strings, frets.
The children are covering
rhythm, beat & tempo.

Coordinated by
Máire Jones

Music Teacher
Ben Glavin
facilitated by
4th-5th class
teachers

Blast Programme (Choir)
in partnership with Kerry
Education Centre

4th 5th and 6th class Choir 4th, 5th and 6th class
worked weekly with dance
teacher Katrina Galvin to
learn performance, song and
dance.
Theme of the show is self
love and acceptance.

Karen O’ Connor

Scoot to School Whole School Green Schools initiative
promotes physical activity in
a fun way : commuting to
school and scooting outside
with others in the fresh air.

Mr Sheehan

Love Corridor & Activities
to promote self love for
Valentine's Day

4th class 4th class created a  “love
corridor” for Valentines Day
with heart lights, love art,
positive affirmations and
mindful rocks on display.
Mindful glitter bottle &
Mindful rocks.

Ms. O’Connor
Mrs. Murphy

Teacher Wellbeing Buns and pastries
acknowledging start of

SPHE team
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Spring and dedication of
staff

Tráth na gCeist
Fun night out for staff!

SPHE and
Foireann Gaeilge

Kerry Music Generation
Partnership / Get Into
Strings

1st, 2nd ‘ Get Into
Strings/Violin/Cello’

Introduction to Listening to
weekly live violin/cello duet
and focus activities on cello
and violin

Coordinated by
Máire Jones

Tutors = Lucy
White & Deirdre
Johnson

Saint Vincent de Paul
Christmas Jumper Day

Whole School Whole school participates in
the annual St. Vincent de
Paul Christmas Jumper Day
to raise money for SDVP but
also to build awareness and
compassion, with gratitude
for what we have.

Swimming Classes 1st-6th Class Promotes life skills and
independent living skills

P.E. Team

WELLBEING TERM 3

Swimming Classes

Active School Week

Teacher Wellbeing

1st-6th Class

Whole School

Promotes life skills and
independent living skills

Fun activities for all children
promoting a healthy attitude
towards physical health.

A step-challenge for staff.
Basketball Staff vs Pupils

P.E Team

Life Skills Programme Ms. O’Connors 4th class &
Mrs. Murphy's 4th class

Lifeskills promotes Health
and Personal Development
Topics:
Self Esteem, Decision
Making,Smoking
Information, Advertising,
Dealing with
Stress,Communication
Skills,Social Skills,
Assertiveness
Children completed a
questionnaire at the
beginning and end of the
programme. The children
received a certificate upon
completion.

Geraldine
O’Halloran
Maura Murphy
Karen O’Connor

Kerry Music Generation
Partnership Ukulele

4th,5th and 6th classes Weekly Ukulele lessons with
Ben. All classes can now play

Coordinated by
Máire Jones
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“Over the Rainbow”
“You are my Sunshine”
“Oró sé do Bheatha Abhaile”
Children were videoed and
put on facebook for parents
to enjoy.

Music Teacher
Ben

Facilitated by
4th-5th class
teachers

Blast Programme (Choir)
in partnership with Kerry
Education Centre

4th,5th and 6th classes 4th, 5th and 6th class
worked weekly with dance
teacher Katrina Galvin to
learn performance,song and
dance.
Theme of the show is self
love and acceptance.

“This is Me” show and
performance in the Halla on
June 22nd for children to
enjoy.

Karen O’Connor

Bike to School Week 5th and 6th classes Green Schools and to
promote commuting to
school and cycling outside
with others in the fresh air,
building relationships and
getting active. Students were
encouraged to pedal for a
medal in the month of June.
Students also took part in a
cycling trip around the local
area to celebrate Bike Week.

Mr Sheehan

Teacher Wellbeing BOM to fund meal for staff
at retirement/end of year
event.

Kerry Music Generation
Partnership / Get Into
Strings

1st, 2nd ‘ Get Into
Strings/Violin/Cello’

Introduction to Listening to
weekly live violin/cello duet
and focus activities on cello
and violin

Coordinated by
Máire Jones

Tutors = Lucy
White & Deirdre
Johnson

PDST Breathe Programme
Self Regulation and
Relaxation Techniques for
Children

2nd Class Children practicing PDST
‘Breathe’ becoming aware of
their breath and learning to
control it as a useful
self-regulation tool that
allows children to gain
composure, develop good
posture, relax, de-stress and
better understand
themselves and others.

Ms. Keane
Múinteoir
Siobhán
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Helps to build children's self
regulation, self confidence
and self awareness.

Mindfulness and
Meditation

1st and 2nd Class Children learned and
practised child friendly
mediation.

P.E. (Physical Education)
Report by Caroline Doody

The PE team: Caroline Doody,Paul Culhane,Hilary Ann Long, Una Geaney,Sarah Higgins.

Moyderwell acknowledges the vital role P.E. has on the positive wellbeing of children and adults. Inclusivity
and differentiation  is promoted throughout the strands.

Class Teachers have overall responsibility for ensuring that the following strands of the curriculum are
covered:

● Athletics
● Dance
● Gymnastics
● Games
● Outdoor and Adventure

The Aquatics strand is taught by trained swimming tutors at Tralee sports and Leisure Complex.
Classes from 1st- 6th are given six weeks instruction.

Academic Year: 2021-2022
Whole School Events :

● December- Jingle Bell Jog
● June-Active Schools Week , various, inclusive activities organised every day.
● June-Sports -Junior &Senior Infants in Tralee Town Park
● June-Sports Day 1st-4th in Tralee Harriers A.C.
● June-Sports Day 5th-6th  in An Riocht A.C., Castleisland
● Community Linked Fundraising Event: Whole School Walk in support of Mary Gardiner, cancer

survivor’s 100k in June Fundraiser.

Staff Events:
● Staff Stepcount Challenge Team Event (June)
● Staff v Pupils Basketball Challenge Match (June)

External Coaching:
● GAA- Football Skills 1st to 3rd class (term per class)
● Hurling Coaching- Mr Culhane (Wednesday afternoons)
● MTU Student PE Teachers -10 weeks Jan-April (various classes)

Tralee & Kerry School Sports:
● School trials for Relay Teams ( 2nd, 4th and 6th) in March/April
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● Tralee SS in May (Harriers)
● Kerry SS in June (An Riocht,Castleisland)

Action Plan 2022/2023:
● PDST Support  : review school policy
● Games strand to be prioritised
● Reintroduction of playground leaders using Playworks : games to be taught to senior pupils who in

turn lead younger groups during breaktime.
● Equipment Area to be reorganised for ease of access

The Arts (Music, Visual, Drama): 2021-2022 report by Máire Jones

The Arts Team consisted of Máire Jones, Karen O’ Connor, Anna-Marie O’ Shea, Ruth Mulligan and Maura

Murphy.

Covid-19 Restrictions strongly impacted the expression of The Arts again in 2021 2022, particularly music

and drama in Term 1. Restrictions on voice /air projection and ‘out of pod/bubble’ activities resulted in

there being no school choir, or class Christmas Concert Performances for Parents  in December 2021.

Music

Moyderwell began an exciting new partnership with Music Generation Kerry. Children in First and Second

Class benefited from a free Get Into Strings Music Programme September to May with Deirdre Johnson and

Lucy Tanner. Music Generation and the school  subsidised the cost of all lessons across 3 Terms for the

children’s First Foundation Year. 5 cellos were provided by Music Generation and the school used its bank of

violins. Performances were videos and shared with parents and the wider school community on the school

FaceBook Platform.

12 children from 3rd to 6th continued with the school’s 12 year old ‘Colour-My-Strings’ Violin Training

programme. The cost was shared between the parent and the school.

Children in 4th and 5th Classes had 3 Terms of Ukulele Training with Ben Glavin from Music Generation

Kerry.Performances were videos and shared with parents and the wider school community on the school

FaceBook Platform.

The Music Curriculum is the responsibility of all Mainstream Class Teachers, but Junior & Senior Infants

children and teachers  benefitted from the Kinder-Musik provision by Music Generation Kerry for 15

lessons. The school subsidised the cost with Music Generation Kerry. In May/June 2022, teachers were

strongly encouraged to follow a scheme such as Folens ‘Into Music’( Infants to Second Class)

https://www.folens.ie/books-and-programmes/primary/into-music , ‘The  Right Note

https://www.folens.ie/books-and-programmes/primary/the-right-note (Third to Sixth) or

https://dabbledoomusic.com/, in order to support them in covering all strands of the Music Curriculum for

2022 2023 1. Listening & Responding 2. Performing 3. Composing

In March, an evaluation of additional music provision with Music Generation was carried out.

● 75% of teacher respondents felt that the children in their care who were exposed to additional

music provision benefitted from the investment
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● 83.4% of the respondents would like to see the investment in additional music opportunity continue

in 2022 2023

● 91.7% of respondents would like to see the same programme offered to the same children in 2022

2023

Some Teacher-Respondents Comments on additional Music Provision

➔ I think it is a fantastic programme and I would really like to see it continue..

➔ Such a brilliant opportunity for the children. They have really looking forward to music every week
➔ Would be great to get a couple of more lessons with shakers, boomwhackers etc.
➔ I can't teach Music to the standard Lucy and Deirdre teach Music so therefore I think the investment is worth it.
➔ I would be comfortable introducing the children to Ukulele, the different parts and the first few strings in the first term. Perhaps Ben

could start in the 2nd term to free up his time for another class. The children thoroughly enjoyed it but all were not fully able for it.
Like Violin maybe certain children should be encouraged to continue and others not as the year goes on.

➔ I feel the programme was very beneficial for the majority of the children in my class. I also feel that Ben did an excellent job because
it is not an easy task. Well done Ben!

➔ The children really enjoyed their time with Ben. I myself took a few notes so that I could follow it on with my class once the sessions
were finished. Great programme, we all enjoyed it.

➔ Children really benefited from the music course. Perhaps one term would be sufficient next year.
➔ The children really enjoyed the Kinder music. I as a teacher got great ideas for teaching music in the future. I also had time to

observe my class while another teacher was teaching.
➔ Very worthwhile. Children learned a lot and had great fun
➔ As I teach a special class and music took place early in the school year, the unstructured nature of the class was at times

overwhelming for the children so integration was possible only for short periods. However, the programme delivery was very good
and met the needs of the children in the mainstream class. It covered all the strands and elements and watching the music
Generation teacher was great CPD for me personally. I Think it's a very worthwhile investment.

➔ I think the kinder music programme by Music Generation is a very worthwhile investment. The children are getting a fun and
enjoyable introduction to music skills which they will be able to apply to the Colour my Strings programme in 1st class. The classes
are pitched at an appropriate level and Ben engages the children well. I would love to see the programme continuing next year.

➔ I feel the 3 terms are needed to make any progress with the strings programme. However, it is far too much time taken out of the
classroom throughout the whole school year.

BLAST (Bringing Live Arts to Schools and Teachers) 2022
The Arts-in-Education Residency Initiative  gives students in schools all over the country the opportunity to

work with a professional artist on unique projects which are planned and developed between the artist, the

teacher and the school under the coordination of the Education Support Centres of  Ireland ESCI network.

The school was successful with the BLAST application in September 2021, and Karen O’ Connor, Ruth

Mulligan and Anna-Marie O’ Shea worked with dance artist Caitríoina Galvin to bring song and dance alive

on stage.

Visual Arts
The Visual Arts Policy was not updated as intended, but teachers were encouraged to reflect on their

coverage of all six strands of the Visual Arts Curriculum and concentrate on planning and implementing at

least one strand which needed more attention. In the Spring Term the Arts Team challenged each teacher to

explore one visual arts strand from the list below , creating and displaying product from process inside or

outside their classroom incorporating a Spring/Easter whole school theme.

1.Drawing 2.Clay 3. Print 4. Paint and Colour 5. Construction 6. Fabric and Fibre

Drama
The Drama Policy was not updated as intended. Other than assumed in-class integration of Drama with

other subjects, no obvious whole-school dramatic experiences were evident in 2021 2022. StrandUnits  for
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development of Dramatic aptitude are 1) Exploring & Making Drama 2. Reflecting on Drama, 3. Cooperating

and Communicating in making Drama

Forward Planning:

2021 2022 2022 2023 2023 2024

Pilot Music Generation
Foundation Violin /  Cello
1st  /2nd Those
interested Term 2

y 1st Class Music
Generation Term 1
General Musical
Preparation for
beginning Recorder in
Term 2,3

Pilot Music Generation
Kinder-Music
Sen.Inf.(Term 2)

y Junior Infants ‘Folens
Into Music’

Pilot Music Generation
Kinder-Music
Jun. Inf. (Term 2)

y Music Generation
2nd & 3rd Get Into
Strings (Cellos,
Violins, Viola) Term 1
(Review in Dec.2022)

Pilot Music Generation
Ukulele
4th/ 5th (Term 1) + Those
interested in Term 2

Y
all year

Music Generation
Ukulele 5th & 6th for
Term 1, followed by
AfterSchool Ukulele
& Keyboard in T2 & 3

Pilot Tin-Whistle 3rd Class n Class-Teachers, with
support of M. Jones
to begin Tin-Whistle
with 4th from Term 1

Pilot Ukulele 6th  Class ?  Some
lessons in
6th E in
Term 1

Implement Choir 4th – 6th
Term 1 /Term 2 (Outside
Classroom)  on stage
through BLAST initiative

Y
Term 2/3

Choir 4th -6th from
Term 1 with
Moyderwell Teachers

Implement Violin  3rd -6th  x 13 from
‘Colour My Strings’(Lucy
Tanner) Programme

Y x 7
regulars

Colour My Strings
Violinists x 8 from
4th to 6th start
Trad-Shed in Term 1
with M. Jones

Implement Review/ Update Visual
Arts Policy

No School Staff
review/update and drive
Visual Arts Curriculum
Strands 1-6
Junior Infants to 6th Class
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Implement Review/ Update Drama
Policy

No Review/ Update
Drama Policy

School Staff Implement
the Drama Curriculum
Across the school
Junior Infants to 6th

Evaluate Evaluate Implementation
of the Music Curriculum
Across the school

Y Evaluate
Implementation of
the Music Curriculum
Across the school

Evaluate Evaluate End of Term 1
Music Regeneration
provision and

Colour My Strings x 13
Provision

Y

March 2022
Google
Forms for
participating
teachers

Evaluate the
Implementation of
the Visual Arts
Curriculum Across
the school

Evaluate Implementation
of the Drama Curriculum
Across the school

Wait List Creative Schools
2022-2024 Initiative

Application by 5 Schools for ‘Ní Oileán
Muid’ May 2022 (Moyderwell,
Presentation Pri, Holy Family,
Balloonagh, Mounthawk Secondary)

Application
made in May
2022
Result=??

After-School
Ensemble fro
Recorders, Violins,
Cellos, Viola

Part C:

Attendance (2021 2022): Report by Caroline Doody

Attendance strategies were more subtle for the 21/22 school year due to Covid-19 pandemic and the

anxiety some families had regarding this. T.E.S.S advised schools not to run the “Every School Day Counts''

campaign launched in 2019 and to focus on students and families with difficulties returning to school

because of anxieties related to Covid 19 .HSCL and EWO worked together in this respect through phone

calls and letters . As per Public Health guidelines, pupils were advised to remain at home if they had any

symptoms of Covid 19 ( cough, head cold etc). This meant it was impossible to implement the usual tracking

systems and incentives for poor attendance. Attendance was still monitored very carefully.

Focus was placed on improved attendance

Strategies include:

● Parents sent “Improved attendance” postcard/whatsapp

● Attendance vouchers delivered to two parents , whose children showed significant attendance

improvement.

● Teachers link with the principal and HSCL with attendance concerns.

● HSCL follow up.

● Letter sent via Databiz  to parents of 48 pupils on  January 25, 2022 regarding poor attendance (and

pattern of same), outling schools obligation under the Education Welfare Act 2000

● Phone calls ,Home Visits from HSCL  and school visits arranged to encourage better attendance.
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Progression: (2021 2022): Report by Moira Quinlan and Caroline Doody

Incoming Junior Infants September 2022

● Welcome packs and Parent Information Booklet  given to 32 Junior Infants (Sept. 22.) families. HSCL

met parents at school and also on home visits, depending on circumstances. School Video emailed

to parents, added to school website and on youtube to introduce pupils and families to the school.

● Booklet designed for each Junior Infant class for incoming pupils, to help them become familiarised

with their new classroom and the school (included in welcome pack).

● Induction Day in-school meeting with parents and incoming Junior Infants ( 15 June 2022). Parent

information meeting with principal & HSCL.

● NCCA “Mo Scéal” passport from pre school to Primary school given to parents, to be returned to

school before the 29th June 2022.

● Take 5(Library Pack) initiative explained to parents- Library packs and registration forms for the

Library given to parents with a view to encouraging parent/child reading together and connection

time with their children.

6th Class pupils to Secondary June 2022

● Transition to Secondary Transition Programme facilitated in school by SCP project worker and class

teacher .

● Pupils & parents informed of Open Days and registration deadlines by HSCL & class teacher & follow

up by HSCL for some families ·

● Class Teachers and SET Teachers liaise with Secondary School Personnel about individual children

and their  extra educational needs (academically ,socially & emotionally) .

● 6th Class Passports are forwarded to local secondary schools.

● Graduation celebration in school for 6th class June 24th. Parents invited to attend.

Retention: (2021 2022): (Inclusion, Integration, Belonging) Report by Caroline Doody

● Engagement with the After-School Club

● Engagement with SCP Project Worker to improve participation and engagement  of “at risk “

pupils.

➢ Identifying pupils to work with SCP Project worker

➢ Establishing the need and the possible outcomes

➢ Engagement with SCP appointed Art Therapist and Behavioural Therapist

● Providing parents in need with financial assistance for the education of their

children

● Requesting and liaising with Family Support Worker to enhance pupils’s learning experience at

school and improve home life.

● Creating an ongoing open, inclusive dialogue and relationship with parents through Principal,

HSCL and  teachers

● Application submitted to TESS Wellbeing fund (supported by SCP) and funding approved for

two Educational Assessments, two Occupational Assessments , and 12 sessions with an

occupational therapist and behavioural therapist.
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● 5 pupils were identified for the SCP Intake Framework. Two meetings were held with SCP and

EWO In January and June 2022 to present the pupil/family/school concerns. Feedback

pertaining to the outcome shared with the school principal and relevant staff.

Partnership with Parents and Others: (2021 2022): Report by Caroline Doody + Moira Quinlan

Due to government restrictions all parent & outside agency  involvement in school related activities had to
be done remotely for much of 21/22 once again.

HSCL has a very positive,  proactive role in school and links in with the Principal, teachers, SNAs and parents
on a continuous  basis. Home visits, organising parent courses, liaising between school and home (on
attendance and  other issues) and linking in with external agencies are all part of the role.

In May 2022, HSCL organised the first face to face workshop and coffee morning with parents.

● ONLINE STORYTIME-Parent participation Initiative for Junior Infants . 30 parents (5 target) Very

positive feedback

● Christmas Craft Workshop ONLINE- 16 parents (8  target) facilitated by Parent

● Contact with all incoming Junior Infant parents (32) school/home visits to give welcome and

information packs

● Link established with S.H.E.P  and KETB regarding parenting course (application submitted) for

September 2023

● Webinars and online courses offered to parents via school Facebook Page/Whatsapp regarding

anxiety management , emotional regulation and wellbeing.

● Achieved- 40% target attendance on courses overall.

● Partnership with St. Brendan’s Basketball club .

● See Music, SESE and SPHE Reports for related Links with Others in the community.

Parental-involvement in Wellbeing 2021- 2022

● Christmas Craft Online Workshop

● Storytime Online parent initiative (December 2021- 2weeks duration)

● Halloween Family Art

● Maths for Fun (Parent/Child home initiative 8 weeks duration)

● From Chaos to Calm 4 week workshop for parents

● Incredible Years 10 week workshop for parents

● Coffee Morning (May 2022)

● Fundraising Walk (June 2022)
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